Exploring the antecedents, drivers, and outcome of Behaviour-based safety: A literature review
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ABSTRACT

Organisations good at managing safety tend to manage operations well. Safety culture is a subset of organisational culture and is the observable degree of effort with which all the organisation members exert their attention and action towards safety. People neither deterministically controlled by their environments nor entirely self-determining. They are in a state of reciprocal determinism with their settings, where they and their environments influence one another. Safety leadership can positively impact an individual’s safety-related behaviour by up to 86% and reduce accidents by around 35%. Evidence directs us towards safety culture and safety leadership as prominent precursors to workers’ safety behaviour (WSB). This study conducts a rigorous review of approximately 20-25 published papers from 2000 to 2019, related articles in books and articles published in the corresponding field journals. The research evidence shows that Cooper’s reciprocal model of safety culture encompassing psychological, behavioural and situational factors is well supported by most studies. They offer non-existent to a weak relationship between psychological factors and strong and steady situational and behavioural factors with the safety outcomes. Organisations should concentrate 80% of their safety culture improvement efforts on situational and behavioural factors to prevent process safety and SIF (Significant incidents and fatalities). Behavioural-based safety (BBS) process serves as a comprehensive tool in altering at-risk behaviour positively. BBS will help the practitioners design enhanced BBS intervention for a more sustainable and persistent impact on workers’ safety behaviour (WSB). Further research should be undertaken to establish the empirical links of safety culture and safety leadership constructs with safe outcomes.
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Introduction

Organisations are good at managing safety happen to manage their operations well. Safety and overall operational excellence go hand in hand. Corporate safety culture is supposed to have a strong influence on overall workplace injuries and fatalities. After implementing occupational health and safety in the organisation, there has been significant improvement in workplace safety. However, many cases of the accident are being reported even after best of organisations management, training, strict safety rules & regulations and best of equipment in place. The complexity of industrial systems poses a challenge for industrial safety as it can a source of deviations from normal behaviour. Traditional methods of incident investigation focus primarily on the technical aspect. But the conventional model of risk analysis is not found suitable for complex industrial setup as they call for a necessity to take into account the interactions between human, technical and organisational components. Evidence directs us towards safety culture and safety leadership as prominent precursors to workers’ safety behaviour (WSB).

Methodology

This paper follows a systematic literature review methodology to identify, analyse and draw inference from the available literature to identify the most important antecedents of workplace safety. The study conducts a rigorous review of approximately 20-25 published papers from 2000 to 2019, related articles in books and articles published in the corresponding field journals. Evidence directs us towards safety culture and safety leadership as prominent precursors to workers’ safety behaviour (WSB).

Result

(i) Safety Culture

During the 1980s, there was no empirical evidence discovered in the construct. Many process safety catastrophes resulting in hundreds and thousands of industrial workers are killed or injured every week directed to an unknown, unidentified underlying contributor if identified, could have helped improve the situation. The chain of such events across different industries the safety construct was born and explained the unknown. The term ‘safety culture’ first made its appearance in 1987 after the 1986 Chernobyl disaster in the OECD Nuclear agency report (INSAG, 1988) on the 1986 Chernobyl disaster. The study reveals that safety culture at different levels of the organisation influence different types of unsafe behaviours, which the risk of work injuries in turn. Thus, it is desirable to study safety culture at different/variables analytical levels (i.e., the national, sectorial and organisational) to understand the effect of culture on safety thoroughly. Safety culture is defined as the share of an organisation’s culture related to safety [12]. It is the observable degree of efforts with which all the organisation members direct their efforts and actions towards improving safety. Safety culture also refers to a corporate atmosphere which influences people’s
management of safety in an organisation—the number of culture definition advocate that one definition does not fit all industries. The crust of safety culture construct is about thinking positively about safety, proactively managing safety, and behaving safely. The results show that when the safety culture was strong, leaders’ behaviour created a higher/improved safety climate among the members, which predicted the workers’ perceived safety behaviours. Safety culture moderated the influence that leaders exercise on safety climate. Cooper’s (2000) Reciprocal safety culture Model (Fig. 1) encompassing psychological factor (safety climate), behavioural (safety behaviour) and situational factors (safety management system) has been supported by most of the academicians and researchers working on accident prevention and safety enhancement [7].

People are neither deterministically controlled by their environments nor completely self-determining [12]. They are in a state of reciprocal determinism. They and their environments influence each other. ‘Bandura’s model of reciprocal determinism’ offers a perfect framework to measure and analyse ‘safety culture’ by a triangular methodology to perform multi-level analyses. This triangulation lets the researcher take a multi-faceted understanding of safety culture. Organisations can study the reciprocal relationship between situational, psychological, and behavioural factors with an opinion to establish antecedents– behaviour–consequence path. As the elements are measurable, it is possible to quantify the ‘safety culture’ in a more meaningful way at many different organisational and analytical levels. The reciprocal framework provides a suitable means by which the prevailing safety culture of other business units, departments or work areas can be measured and compared [12]. Previous research findings suggest that change initiatives that disregard this interactive relationship while developing a safety culture are bound to fail.

Cooper's (2002) business model of safety culture (Fig. 2) treats the psychological (‘hearts & minds’), behavioural (‘daily actions’) and situational (‘Safety guidelines/systems’) aspects as the input to the safety culture construct which undergo a transformational process via leadership through organisational goals, expectations and management practices to produce/form the safety culture. This approach has been officially accepted by the American Petroleum Association (2016) and has also been considered standard by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).

Defining ‘safety culture’ construct as a product helps us with a means to measure the degree of existing safety culture in the organisation. The collective evidence depicts minimal to no relationship of psychological aspects with safety outcome. It also means that the use of psychological factors as a substitute for safety culture is almost incorrect. Change and modifying situational aspects by introducing an efficient safety management system (SMS) that codifies and directs individuals’ behaviour significantly optimises the safety conditions responsible for process safety accidents and personal injuries. Finally, there is a large body of work, primarily aimed at improving workers safety behaviour (WSB) in a range of industries and countries known as “Behavioural-Based Safety” (BBS). This is an approach aimed at improving workplace safety by modifying unsafe behaviour to safe behaviour.

(ii) Leadership

Leadership is defined as the capacity to influence people through personal attributes and behaviour to achieve a common goal and an essential element in guaranteeing organisations' safe running. Effective leaders understand that health and safety are not just a moral responsibility, but also contribute to achieve the organisational objectives across finance, operations, compliance and governance. A manager’s leadership style and visual demonstration of their commitment to overall health & safety through their actions play a crucial role in shaping safety culture. The present study aims to find out how leader behaviours influence employees' safety behaviours (perceived safety behaviours). To answer this question, we have considered how this influence is exercised, taking into consideration some essential factors like safety performance, safety compliance & safety participation. The analyses revealed that transformational leadership is characterised leaders behaviour that transforms and inspire followers to go above and beyond their mere self-interest, promote supervisory safety practices, create a positive, supportive environment, better safety behaviours and fewer accidents. At the same time, transactional leaders are just concerned with safety performance through constructive and corrective measures. In other words, transactional safety leaders promote safety performance (i.e. use of PPE & safety compliance) and transformational safety leaders encourage "safety participation". Several studies revealed the co-occurrence of transformational and transactional safety leadership and claim that while safety leaders need transactional skills but in the absence of transformational skills it is impossible to generate employee’s engagement towards health & safety. From the past few years "safety participation" has become...
the focus of much recent behavioural safety research. Initially, various acts of employees’ safety participation were presented as a single construct, implying that all actions were of equal importance in predicting organisational safety outcome. Recent studies propose safety participation behaviour in two distinct categories: prosocial and proactive safety participation behaviour and the type of effect they exert on different safety performance outcomes such as micro-accidents, property damage, lost time injury and near-miss reporting event. In recent studies, Prosocial behaviour was found to be useful in predicting the frequency of micro-accidents and accidents without injury (property damage). In contrast, proactive behaviour played a vital role in predicting the frequency of lost time injury and near-miss events (Curcuruto et al., 2015).

Discussion

Behaviour-Based Safety and its role in changing Behaviour

Research has shown that up to 80% of workplace accidents are caused by workers’ behaviour, so it is imperative to understand why employee behave unsafely. Pareto’s law dictates that 80% of the consequences stem from 20% of the causes. Application of this principle on accidents demonstrates that 20% of behaviours are responsible for 80% of accidents. Therefore, logically it is advisable to restrict the focus on critical and current behaviour to achieve the desired result rather than overloading the workers to all safety acts to be performed onsite. This limits the dilution of focus and achieves the desired result. Peoples behavioural choices account for around 56% of all potential severe injuries and fatalities (SIF’s). Workers may participate in risk-taking behaviour that might have life-altering consequences. Under everyday situations, they may have the ability and knowledge to perform the tasks, but she/he may not have the required motivation to carry it out [14]. A favourable work environment positively influences the operators’ behaviour, and an unfavourable work environment negatively impacts the operator’s behaviour. The purpose of BBS is to reduce the number of unwanted incidents caused either poor management controls and/or hazard present in the working environment: when they are triggered exclusively by ‘unwanted behaviour’ or/those triggered by an interaction between poor controls, hazards and behaviours. Preventative opportunities, therefore, stem from controlling unwanted behaviours, identifying/eliminating risks and tightening management controls. Behavioural safety helps to identify and fix issues in all of these areas. It is vital not to confuse this approach with inspections, looking at unsafe conditions instead of unsafe acts. However, behavioural techniques aimed at improving safety-related behaviour reduce injuries if applied while meeting the pre-requisites before implementation. Various research evidence suggests that behavioural interventions aimed at improving an organisation’s safety performance would be more effective if they target specific safety behaviour (prosocial or proactive) associated with these outcomes. Otherwise, they will have minimal to no effect.

Conclusion

Most of the studies explained the role of safety culture in shaping the behaviour of the employees and the role of leaders plays in transformation of safety culture leading to safer outcomes. The available evidence illustrates safety climate (psychological factor) as an inconsistent and weak indicator of safety-related behaviour and sole use of psychological factor (safety climate /attitudinal survey) as a substitute to safety culture is inappropriate. Behavioural and situational factors demonstrate a strong and reliable relationship with actual safety behaviour/outcomes. Organisations should focus almost 80% of their safety culture improvement initiatives in modifying the situational factor by developing a robust safety system to influence and optimise safety-related behaviour to avoid process safety and SIF’s. In turn, to decrease any cognitive disagreement (Festinger, 1957), people will by default adjust their way of thinking to decrease any discomfort between the way they think and the way they act.

Most of safety issues/concerns reveal that it is the management behaviours from where 80% of personal injury or process safety issues arise. Organisations must concentrate on the behaviour of workers and management but should recognise that behavioural targets for each will be significantly different. Behavioural-based safety interventions have proved to be successful across various industries through their exclusive bottom-up approach to manage health and safety at the workplace. There lies a scope of research into its effectiveness.

Behavioural-based techniques work best when physical environment and workplace are well maintained, and all procedures are in place. The implementation of BBS provides an opportunity to the workforce to proactively and continuously co-operate to improve safety and health. Supervisors safety practices (i.e., Frequent safety-specific interaction with workers) can lead to improvement in workers safety behaviour (WSB) and an improved safety climate.

A more detailed study to explore empirical links of safety culture and safety leadership constructs with safe outcomes needs be carried out.
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